
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-11: More Words With Silent Letters

Spelling Words Review

ballet

handsome

soften

knitting

match

scratch

rustle

knuckles

assign

scissors

hustle

muscle

tomb

wrench

  fudge

  gnaw

  knowledge

 thorough

 answer

 playwright

whistle

autumn

flight

Challenge

chaos

wrestle

Unscramble the spelling words.

1.  s  h  a  d  e  m  o  n          __________________
hint: good-looking           

2.  s  l  e  k  u  c  n  k                         __________________
hint: bumps on the hand where two joints meet

3.  h  w  e  c  r  n                                  __________________
hint: a tool used for twisting or turning something

4.  t  s  a  r  h  c  c             __________________
hint: to scrape with your fingernails, such as to relieve an itch

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  to move quickly, as if in a rush __________________ 

6.  a sweet treat that is chewy                                   __________________

7.  a place where a body is laid to rest                                                       __________________

8. complete in every detail                                __________________  

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word. 

9.     ___  a  ___  c  ___   hint: to be equal to someone or something               ________________

10.   k  ___ i  ___  t  i  ___  g    hint: using yarn and two needles to make something   ________________

11.   g  ___  a  ___   hint: bite or chew something repeatedly    ________________

12.   ___  s  ___  i  g  ___   hint: to give someone a certain job duty    ________________
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Name: _________________________________          List E-11: More Words With Silent Letters

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

knowledge  muscle scissors       answer

soften playwright     rustle       ballet

13.  There is only one correct  ________________________  to the question.

14.  The  ________________________  sat in the audience on the opening night of his drama. 

15.  Do you think there is a difference between wisdom and   ________________________?

16. Natalie grabbed her  ________________________ slippers on her way to the class. 

17. Put the butter in the microwave for 30 seconds to  ________________________  it.

18. The trainer had Thomas do several exercises to strengthen the weak  _____________________.

19. The leaves on the trees  ________________________  in the autumn breeze. 

20.  Laura bought a brand new pair of  ________________________  for her art class this year. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has a silent letter at the very end?           ___________________________

22. Which review word has two letters next to each other ___________________________
            that are silent?         

23. Which review word has three silent letters? ___________________________

24. Which challenge word is a synonym for the word, uproar? ___________________________

25. Which challenge word is a synonym for the word, struggle? ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List E-11: More Words With Silent Letters

Spelling Words Review

ballet

handsome

soften

knitting

match

scratch

rustle

knuckles

assign

scissors

hustle

muscle

tomb

wrench

  fudge

  gnaw

  knowledge

 thorough

 answer

 playwright

whistle

autumn

flight

Challenge

chaos

wrestle

Unscramble the spelling words.

1.  s  h  a  d  e  m  o  n          handsome
hint: good-looking           

2.  s  l  e  k  u  c  n  k                         knuckle
hint: bump on the hand where two joints meet

3.  h  w  e  c  r  n                                  wrench
hint: a tool used for twisting or turning something

4.  t  s  a  r  h  c  c             scratch
hint: to scrape with your fingernails, such as to relieve an itch

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  to move quickly, as if in a rush hustle 

6.  a sweet treat that is chewy                                   fudge

7.  a place where a body is laid to rest                                                       tomb

8. complete in every detail                                thorough  

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word. 

9.     ___  a  ___  c  ___   hint: to be equal to someone or something               match

10.   k  ___ i  ___  t  i  ___  g    hint: using yarn and two needles to make something   knitting

11.   g  ___  a  ___   hint: bite or chew something repeatedly    gnaw

12.   ___  s  ___  i  g  ___   hint: to give someone a certain job duty    assign
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ANSWER KEY
Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

knowledge  muscle scissors       answer

soften playwright     rustle       ballet

13.  There is only one correct  answer  to the question.

14.  The  playwright  sat in the audience on the opening night of his drama. 

15.  Do you think there is a difference between wisdom and   knowledge?

16. Natalie grabbed her  ballet  slippers on her way to the class. 

17. Put the butter in the microwave for 30 seconds to  soften  it.

18. The trainer had Thomas do several exercises to strengthen the weak  muscle.

19. The leaves on the trees  rustle  in the autumn breeze. 

20.  Laura bought a brand new pair of  scissors  for her art class this year. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has a silent letter at the very end?           autumn

22. Which review word has two letters next to each other flight
            that are silent?         

23. Which review word has three silent letters? whistle

24. Which challenge word is a synonym for the word, uproar? chaos

25. Which challenge word is a synonym for the word, struggle? wrestle
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